TIM
ROBINSON

LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tim-robinson-047947195/

Education & Academic Qualifications
Bachelor of Arts & Sciences (BASc) from University College London | 2019
Upper Second Class Honours (2:1), Final Mark: 69.3%
Liberal arts degree with specialization in Economics and International Relations, and minor focuses in Psychology and
Portuguese, with year of study abroad at Seoul National University in 2017-18

International Baccalaureate Diploma (IB) | 2015
43 out of 45 points, with 776 at Higher Level [equivalent to A*A*A at A-Level]
Higher Level: Economics (7), Philosophy (7), Biology (6) | Standard Level: Mathematics (7), English Literature (7), French (7)

General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) | 2013
9 A*s + 3 As in GCSEs & A in FMSQ Additional Mathematics
English Literature (A), English Language (A), Mathematics (A*), Biology (A*), Chemistry (A*), French (A*), Russian (A*),
Latin (A), History (A*), Geography (A*), Religious Studies (A*) + FMSQ Additional Mathematics (A)

Professional Studies
Association of Certified Chartered Accountants (ACCA) Qualification | 2019-Present
Study through BPP University over the course of 36 months; expected completion September 2022.
Exams Completed: Accountant in Business (79), Financial Accounting (73), Management Accounting (71), Corporate Law (67)

Employment History & Experience
Audit Graduate Trainee (Public Services) at Mazars LLP | SEP 2019 – Present
Audit and assurance for local and central government bodies
Conducting client meetings; Research and analysis of controls on risk; Production of recommendation reports; Brief secondment
to external audit; Study towards ACCA qualification

Student Consultant for TES Global Ltd | OCT 2018 – JAN 2019
Technology consultancy project in final year of university
Project recommending implementation of new sales platform search algorithms; Market analysis of other companies’ sales after
similar implementations; Production and presentation of final report

Administrative Assistant at OpenTrack Ltd | JUL 2016 – SEP 2018
Part-time work for a technology start-up during university holidays
Production and editing of sales and consumer literature; Writing applications for funding under the EU-backed Finodex
accelerator; Production of a product demo video for the application; Management of social media

Work Placement in the office of Stephen Hammond MP | JUL 2013
Brief work placement in the offices of Stephen Hammond MP at the House of Commons
Replying to constituent’s letters and handling casework; Preparing a briefing document for a committee debate; Taking notes
during a meeting relating to ministerial duties
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Volunteering & Leadership Experience
Guest Author in a publication by European Liberal Forum (ELF) | 2019
Essay on reform of the European Union was selected for inclusion in an ELF publication, after discussion at a conference held in Sarajevo,
Bosnia & Herzegovina in July 2019

Guest Presenter at the Friedrich Naumann Foundation (FNF) | 2019
Invited by the FNF and Junge Liberale to present on the likely outcomes and impact of Brexit at the ‘Our Liberal Europe’ seminar event
held in Gummersbach, Germany in January 2019

International Committee Member at the Young Liberals | 2018
Representative of the Young Liberals at international conferences, including the LYMEC Congress in Vilnius (October 2018) and the IFLRY
General Assembly in Barcelona (November 2018)

Campus Coordinator at Britain Stronger in Europe | 2016
In charge of organising campaign events at UCL in the run up the referendum on EU membership in 2016

Foreign Language Skills
Fluent: French, Portuguese
Conversational: Spanish, Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian
Basic: Russian, Korean

Research Skills
•
•

Efficient are producing useful research in unfamiliar areas, with extensive investigational skills developed from
internal audit experience.
Graduate-level research paper on covert Saudi-Israeli diplomatic relations received praise from Lho Kyongsoo,
Director of the Korean Institute of International Studies.

Analytical Skills
•
•

Highly competent in quantitative methods and data anlysis; academic foundations in mathematics, economics and
quantitative research methods.
Experience of conducting market analysis for a large business.

Presentation & Interpersonal Skills
•

Engaging and informative presenter, with presentation skills having earned an invitation to present at a conference
on European politics in Germany.

•

Familiarity with correspondence and presentation in languages other than English.
Highly comfortable and effective in client-facing roles.

•

Written Communication Skills
•

Experience co-authoring actionable recommendation reports for a large business, presenting technical material in
readily understandable terms.

•

Written application and demo video produced for OpenTrack Ltd helped their product reach the final round of the
Finodex accelerator, beating dozens of competing applications to receive €150,000 in EU grants
Quality of writing demonstrated through inclusion of essay in an international publication.

•

IT Skills
•

Experienced in use of spreadsheet, graphing software and Python for quantitative analysis.

•

Extensive experience working in the technology industry, conveying technical information to laymen.
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